
 

 

   White Paper 

 

BitCoinBaby (BTCBB) 

 
 Missed Bitcoin (BTC)...? Dont miss the BTCBB / Future BTC..!! 

 BTCBB for each head in the family, May Confirm the great fund for the future 

      Opening Price of BTCBB is 1 USD 

Doing the Legal will Papers Very soon....!! 

First in the Crypto Industry....!! 

Doing the legal will Papers very soon, in which 50% of the Funds which comes from the BTCBB tokens Sale and 25% Benefits from the all the 

future Investments from this fund will directly belongs to the BTCBB holders in the wallet...!! 

             How BitcoinBaby (BTCBB) Works..? 

 The funds from Investors of BTCBB will be Investing in Many projects and Fields such 

as Crypto Assets, Equity markets, Properties, Finance and many other potential fields, 

wherever expected returns will be high by going through the deep research 

 BTCBB will disclose every Investments after Entry or Exit the position and will disclose 

in the website, with all the transactions details. Profits/Benefits from the Investments will 

be disclose meanwhile. 

 This action indicates itself BTCBB will be the Big WHALE.which can impact on price of 

the Investment assets. It may cause the very good returns. obviously it put the great 

Impact on BTCBB holders 

 On completing of every successful Investments process, 50% of profit will be added to 

the capital funds which increases the investment potentials and may give great returns on 

upcoming investments, 25% of the profit will transferred to the BTCBB Wallet holders. 

And Remaining 25% profit will be keeping by the company and Team for further plan.  

 Development activities, Investment Research’s, Establishing of the project and for any 

other progressive activities, the funds will be use from the company's funds from the 1
st
 

vesting period of the BTCBB Tokens 

 As we share the huge profit in the form of BTCBB, we will buy back the BTCBB 

regularly from the market, as the Team don’t hold any reserved tokens, this impacts 

Automatically BTCBB price either stable or move upwards Which cause the good 

benefits to the BTCBB Holders...!! 

 BTCBB token holders will regularly get 50% profit share in every successful investments 

, which is the first and greatest thing still now in the crypto field 

 BTCBB aiming to be use for Financial Transactions wherever BTC is using 

 



 

 

                      Why we are in Binance Smart Chain BEP-20..? 

 Binance Smart Chain BEP-20, as of now is having great transaction speed as well as very 

less fees on each transactions, also having great Decentralized exchange in present days 

 

Expected Price movement of BTCBB in 10 years 

 Suppose if Invested 100 USD in 2021, the approximate fund in 2030 May be 

520,000USD. In worst case if we consider 50% of this, it may be around 260,000 USD.  

 If movement in BTCBB comes more than our expectations (Which may highly possible) 

that will be the Huge Future Fund.  

 Risk level always there, but price of BTCBB may be stable as per its great futures and 

directly depends to the Funds already exists  

 Don’t miss the opportunity, it may be future asset for you and your family & children 

 Note: All Prices and Percentage shown here are approximate. Profit and loss subject to 

the market risks. These price movements predicted as per the present market scenario. 

Coming days it may be loss or less profit or may be more than what we predicted here. 

It’s not a financial advice, investors do their own research and invest. 

T&C will be applied 

 

BitCoinBaby (BTCBB) Supply plan, which keeps BTCBB for high demand 

 Present Circulation supply restricted to less than 10% 

 BTCBB 90% tokens locked in DXSALE for 10 years with 10 vesting periods 

 Every Year maximum 10% BTCBB tokens will be released 

 Owner/Team Don’t Hold Any BTCBB as the reserved funds 

 Every year Outcoming  10% tokens from locked wallet in which some part will be 

allotted in pre-sale for the market price, who also get bonus tokens along with their 

Allocations, and some part distributed as airdrop for the previous holders of the BTCBB 

 Maximum circulating supply forever for the BTCBB is only 21,000,000 

Investors holding BTCBB in the wallet will get 50% funds Authority and will get Equal 

profit share 

 

Tokenamics 

1. Maximum Supply of the BTCBB - 21 Million.  

2. No Team Holdings. 

3. Not Burning any BTCBB. 



 

 

4. 90% Tokens locked for the 10 years with 10 vesting periods. 

5. 10% Tokens will be available for public sale 

6. Every year around 10% Tokens, which released from locked wallet will Distribute as 

follows  

7.  a) 50% Pre-sale for the market price 

 b) 10% Bonus for Participants in Pre-sale 

 c) 10% Airdrop for the present holders 

 d) 30% will be added to the market 

  

  

BiCoinBaby (BTCBB) Buy back as Regular process for the below reasons 

1) Distributing the 50% Profit sharing to holders in the form of BTCBB 

2) Whenever Price of BTCBB will comes below of its market capitalization 

 Initial stage holders may expect highest benefits in coming days as every year market cap 

adding in the multiple level 

     BitCoinBaby (BTCBB) will be Buying back as Regular process for the following reasons 

 

1) Distributing the huge Profit to the holders in the form of BTCBB 

2) Whenever Price of BTCBB will comes below of its market capitalization 

  

Notable Points 

Initial stage holders may expect highest benefits in coming days as every year market cap will 

be multiplied 

Limited Circulating supply 

BTCBB Locked for 10 years Very Long term  

Huge Benefits for Holders through the profit sharing 

BTCBB Holders keep holding for long term by considering its huge future  



 

 

Whatever Market cap/Funds will be their Investors have 50% on its legal rights as per the will 

papers 

Regular buying back process of BTCBB 

Price directly represent the market cap 

No limits for price pumping to the BTCBB, as all the investments, funds will go to the big 

investments 

Legal will paper for the investors 

  

  

 

Road Map 

Q3 2021  

*Blue Print  

*Planning  

*Team Building 

*Investment Field Analysis 

*Project Analysis 

*Preparation for the Project 

*Getting into the project 

Q1 2022 

*Build website 

*Smart contract 

*Whitepaper 

*Social media setup 



 

 

*Build community 

*Road map 

*Project launch 

*Launch on Pancakeswap (V2) 

* Listing in Crypto Platforms 

Q2 2022 

* Making the Legal Will Paper for holders 

* Starting the investments 

* Building the Partnerships 

* Collaborating with influencers 

* Marketing Campaign 

* Building the community  

* Distributing the benefits to the holders 

* Exchange listing 

Q3 2021 

* Pre-Sale for released tokens from Locked wallet 

* Bonus Announcement for participants in pre-sale 

* Airdrop for Present holders 

* Profit Distribution to the holders (Regular Process) 

* Investments (Continuous Process) 

Q1 2022 

* Listing on Exchanges 

* Researching to various fields for Investments 



 

 

* Benefits Sharing to the holders 

* Auditing the whole project and investments 

Q2 2022 

* Investments continuous 

* Announcing the overall assets and Funds 

* Distributing the benefits to the holders 

* declaring the future plans 

* Stepping into the own Block Chain creation 

Vision of the BTCBB 

We believe that Bitcoin (BTC) is the Godfather for all Crypto assets and for Block Chain 

Technology too.  

We believe that whatever milestones came/coming to Crypto fields are directly or indirectly 

linked or copied/Modified/Influenced versions of BTC 

We believe that in present and in the near future any crypto asset can’t beat the BTC in its price 

as well as in its Dominance 

We also believe that we are like a BABY in front of the BTC 

So only we choose the name BitcoinBaby (BTCBB). 

It means by considering all these points we are Openly Accepting we are not exceptional in the 

field, we are also follower of the BTC 

Based on These points our vision is 

To become one of the Global Leader for the Investments 

To be a Big Whale ourselves for investment fields 

To became first and successful institute in the field of crypto and in the field of Investments With 

great benefits with legal support and security to the our investors 

The credits of this vision goes to our Investors and BTCBB holders  

Thanks for reading whitepaper 



 

 

Regards 

BitcoinBaby (BTCBB) 

 


